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Sicoma Twin Shaft Mixer Manual

What Is a Sicoma Mixer

Sicoma twin shaft mixer is renowned for its advanced
design. The excellent performance makes it popular in
the concrete industry as well as industrial Plants (waste
treatment, chemical industry, glass industry). The
capacity is 2.0-4.0 m3/batch. Each batch take 40-45
seconds.

Features of Sicoma Concrete Mixer

 High mixing uniformity and mixing quality. The
powerful compulsory spiral mixing action throws particles from each side of the mixer
towards the center where they combine.

 Durability. The outer 70% of the lined surface is rarely touched by concrete.
 Super stability. Unique monitoring system to monitor the running conditions of gearbox,

hydraulic door opening and lubrication pump.
 Multiple pipes water spraying system to ensure fast and thorough mixing.
 Temperature Humidity Tester gives highly accurate dynamic material temperature and

humidity.
 High pressure cleaning system.
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Product Show of Sicoma Twin Shaft Concrete Mixer
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The Specification of Twin Shaft Concrete Mixer

Specification Unit Value(2.0m3) Value(3.0m3) Value(40.m3)

Discharging
Volume

L 2000 3000 4000

Charging
Volume

L 3000 4500 6000

Mixer Capacity m3 2 3 4

Lubrication
System

Brand optional optional optional

Reducer Brand optional optional BONFIGLIOLI

Aggregate Size mm 60/80 60/80 60/80

Aggregate
Category

Quantity 4 4 4
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Working Circle s 60 60 60

Mixer Motor
Power

kw 2x37 2x55 2x75

Mixing Speed r/min 35.5 35.5 31.5

Mixing Blade Quantity 2x8 2x9 2x11

Lifting Motor
Power

kw 21 25 28

Pump Motor
Power

kw 3 3 3

Weight kg 75 9200 11800

Dimensions mm 2400x3500x2175 2680x3830x2175 2680x4435x2175

Cases

 In August 2019, our Vietnam customer visited our factory of Sicoma concrete mixer. Finally
he chose the Sicoma MAO3750/2500 concrete mixer. Here the proportion of 3750 refers to
the charging volume and the proportion of 2500 refers to the charging volume.

 In April 2017, a 3.0m3 Sicoma twin shaft mixer has been sent to South Africa. Sicoma is an
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internationally renowned manufacturer of concrete mixers.

About Haomei Machinery

Founded in 1989, Haomei Machinery has been at its best age for we have rich experience to
design and manufacture the right concrete batch plant for you. Perfect supporting equipment
including concrete mixer truck, concrete pumping truck, concrete pump trailer, realizes the
delivery and use of quality concrete from the batching site to the construction site.
Owing to superior quality and professional service, our customers are from dozens of countries
like Nigeria, Philippins, Austrialia,Indonesia,Kazakhstan,Manila,Somaliland,etc.
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FAQ

Q: What are the terms of payment in your formal trade?
A:Normally we can work on T/T term ,L/C term and other available payment ways in our
country.
T/T: 30%T/T prepayment , 70% paid by T/T before delivery.
L/C: 100% irrevocable L/C at sight.

Q: What’s your after-sale service?
A:12 months warranty for main parts since departure.
On-site installation, debugging, workers training. Make sure that your workers operate
properly and know daily maintenance well.
Q: What is the real delivery time of your factory?
A: 3 to 25 days for general series products, but concrete batch plant& customized
products would need 30 days to 60 days based on different situations and products.
Q: How do you ensure the quality of your products?
A: Generally, our equipment are the most durable type in the industry, this is also the
feature of concrete equipment for most of our customers at home or abroad.
With our experienced quality control team, we are trying to offer our customers the
product with best quality. Meanwhile, each of our products will passed the quality test
before the delivery.
Q: Where can we buy the machine's parts?
A: Generally, when delivery, we send customers some wearable spare parts for free. If in
the following use, you can contact us directly for the spare parts if you need.
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Contact Us

Yon can contact us for the quotation by the following three ways:
1. Welcome to visit our website and leave message on your need:
https://www.concretebatchplanthm.com/contact-us/
2. Welcome to send inquiry to our email box: feedom@haomei-machinery.com
3. Our Phone/Whatsapp/ Wechat number is +86-159784141719. Welcome to contact us on
whatsapp too.

https://www.concretebatchplanthm.com/contact-us/
mailto:feedom@haomei-machinery.com
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